
Other costs in your fixtures and systems and why to notify your insurer 
 
As apartments and condominiums age, fixtures and systems deteriorate. As a result, they can start causing 
problems that could at times be serious. Those include plumbing leaks, loss of lighting that leads to injuries, 
lighting or wiring problems that spark fires, leaky roofs or elevator failures that could harm users. A good 
maintenance program can prevent many problems, but ultimately old fixtures and systems eventually just 
have to be replaced. 
 

 

It’s frequently the case that managers or condo associations take action well before the effects of deterioration are seen. 
This is sometimes due to a proactive capital improvement plan that requires scheduled maintenance or replacement of 
fixtures and systems so they don’t become fatigued, but often it is simply the result of aesthetic preferences, changing with 
the times. Whatever the reason, new fixtures and systems should be reported to your insurer for inclusion in your policy 
coverage, and possibly even have a positive effect on your insurance costs. 
  
A property insurance policy premium is based in part on the value of the installed fixtures and systems, and your 
reimbursement at claim time will reflect what the insurer has contracted to cover. So, for example, if you have replaced 
your hallway fluorescent lighting with crystal LED sconces, you would want that investment covered in the event of a fire or 
other disaster. If your apartment building had been getting more and more complaints of faucet leaks or dishwasher 
breakdowns, you might find it more economical to replace all the faucets in the building or all the dishwashers, refrigerators 
or other appliances rather than dealing with the costs of repeated repairs for soaked drywall and damaged carpets. 
Upgrades would most likely affect an actual cash value policy and could even have a significant impact on coverage under a 
replacement value policy. 
  
It may be the case that your upgrades to fixtures are considered betterments or improvements. Those could be covered 
under your current property insurance policy, but some standard policies don’t insure betterments and improvements so 
check with your insurance agent to make sure you do have coverage and don’t have a gap that may leave upgraded fixtures 
uninsured. 
  
Records on Your Fixtures 
  
Appraisers who consult on insured repairs to your building can also use information on your fixtures and systems, so 
keeping a good record of your upgrades is very important. If you do have betterments and improvements coverage under 
your apartment or condo insurance policy, you will want to be able to demonstrate the value of your investments. These 
records may be important in the case of theft, as well as damage from  a covered loss. 
  
Keep in mind that insurance is not designed to pay for the replacement or repair of fixtures that malfunction from age or 
wear and tear. A good, proactive maintenance program and replacement plan is an important part of your risk management 
strategy. Your insurance agent will also be able to assist you with these important risk management services, and insurance 
companies typically also provide damage prevention advice. Take advantage of all these value-added benefits to achieve the 
highest level of property protection possible, at the best possible price. 
 
Please share your thoughts, questions, or comments. 
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